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Contact
information
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Minimum
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Price

Vocabulary.com
Thinkmap, Inc., 599 Broadway, 9th Floor, New York, New York
10012.
https://www.vocabulary.com
Website/Mobile application for vocabulary testing and practice
Online, iOS, and Android
Website: Computer, a browser, and Internet connection
Mobile Application: Requires iOS 6.1 or later
For learners: Free account on the website
$2.99 for iPhone
For teachers: The price for membership ranges from $159 to $599
per year. The price depends on the maximum number of students
allowed in the membership (from 25 students to +200 students).
More information regarding memberships and pricing can be found
at https://www.vocabulary.com/membership/teachers/

Introduction
There is no denying that technology plays an integral role in our lives. Some of the
endless
benefits of technology can be found when it is integrated with literacy learning; such
integration
in literacy classrooms can potentially enhance learners’ experiences in areas such as
receiving
immediate and individual feedback, enabling learners to work independently (i.e., promoting
learners’ autonomy), and helping learners to gain a sense of accomplishment (Meridith &
Linda,
2009). In addition, it can support the acquisition of vocabulary, whether in the first language
(L1) (Pearson et al., 2007) or the second language (L2) (Folse, 2004). Vocabulary acquisition
is essential in the process of literacy learning and reading comprehension, as well as in the
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development of L2 learners’ writing quality (Csomay & Prades, 2018) and listening
comprehension (Matthews, 2018).
Choosing an effective technology to enhance students' literacy can be a challenging
task despite a plethora of available options. To overcome such a challenge, teachers can refer
to a well-defined set of criteria when evaluating a technology to support learners’ literacy.
Cummins et al. (2007) proposed such criteria as design principles for technology-supported
literacy instruction. Therefore, the following four criteria adopted from Cummins et al.
(2007) will be used to guide this review of the Vocabulary.com website. These criteria are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

cognitive challenge and opportunities for deep processing of meaning;
active self-regulated collaborative inquiry;
relating instruction to prior knowledge and experiences; and
extensive engaged reading and writing (p. 109).

General Description
Vocabulary.com is a free website that is primarily designed to support vocabulary
learning in the English language. Vocabulary.com is available on computers, tablets, and
smartphones; however, the smartphone version must be purchased. Users need to create one
of two types of account in order to use the website: a learner account (free) or a teacher
account (free for 30 days). Before signing up, the website provides a short vocabulary quiz
that demonstrates some of the basic features. The quiz presents a variety of vocabulary
questions in multiple formats to determine the users’ vocabulary level and personalize their
learning experience. The types of vocabulary questions include choosing the best picture for
the provided word, choosing the meaning of a given word, and choosing the meaning of a
given word within a sentence. An example of a vocabulary question is shown in Figure 1
below.
Figure 1
An example of a vocabulary question
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After the user signs up, the website offers a variety of features that can help in
promoting vocabulary learning. For example, Figure 2 below shows the user’s homepage that
presents some of the vocabulary learning options, as well as the user’s score that is obtained
from participating in individual and online vocabulary activities.

Figure 2
User’s homepage

One of the features that Vobabulary.com offers for vocabulary learning includes
participating in “Vocabulary Jams” online with other users. In this option, learners work in
two teams to compete with each other by answering vocabulary questions that are based on
certain content. The website offers multiple scheduled options of “Vocabulary Jams” for the
learners to choose from (shown in Figure 3 below).
Figure 3
Playing collaboratively with teams in a vocabulary jam
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Another feature Vocabulary.com offers is that users can look up words from an online
dictionary. Figure 4 below shows an example of a definition of a searched word with many
features. The online dictionary provides the definition of the searched word, its pronunciation,
some uses, parts of speech, and many authentic examples that are adopted from different
sources (e.g., fiction, arts, news, business, sports, science, and technology), allowing learners
to check examples based on their preferences.
Figure 4
Looking up words from the online dictionary

In addition, the website offers some features such as immediate feedback. Figure 5
shows the type of feedback the website provides. If the chosen answer is incorrect, it asks the
learner to try again. If the chosen answer is correct, it provides an explanation of the word
and some uses of the word.
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Figure 5
Providing immediate feedback

In terms of learners’ proficiency levels, the provided options and features present
vocabulary that is generated through the website’s pool of over 228,000 questions. According
to the website, it uses “sophisticated algorithms” that help learners to learn over 15,000 words.
More information regarding the features and how the website works can be found at
https://www.vocabulary.com/ howitworks/. In general, on top of the various options and
features, teachers can teach new content-based vocabulary, create and administer quizzes,
assign readings, and promote online-based classroom learning by using their teacher account.
More information regarding the offered features and how to use them can be found at
https://www.vocabulary.com/membership/.

Evaluation
By following the criteria adapted from Cummins et al. (2007), this section evaluates
the website, Vocabulary.com, for potential strengths and weaknesses.
Providing cognitive challenge and opportunities for deep processing of meaning
Vocabulary.com mostly provides vocabulary learning options that are essentially
aligned with providing cognitive challenges, as well as providing opportunities for deep
processing of meaning. For one, the website uses a wide range of questions that work as a
diagnostic tool for determining learners’ levels. These questions increase gradually in their
difficulty in order to provide cognitive challenges as the questions get more challenging.
Another example is that the website offers authentic learning opportunities, in which it shows
learners some examples of where words are used in a real-world context. In addition, the
website always provides immediate feedback on learners’ choices while giving further
information and other uses of each word, as shown in Figure 5 above.
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Promoting active self-regulated collaborative inquiry
Vocabulary.com offers many features that promote self-regulated collaborative inquiry.
At its core, learners build their own vocabulary in a personalized manner although many
options are available for collaboration. Learners can control what topics they want to explore,
what challenges they want to try, and what vocabulary lists they want to create, through
which these activities can be shared with other learners for collaborative learning. In addition,
the website provides learners with opportunities that are purely collaborative. For instance,
learners can play collaboratively with others who share similar levels and interests (shown in
Figure 6 below). With such options for collaboration, teachers can also assign groups who
can work together to explore a wide variety of readings. Moreover, teachers can design or
choose pre-designed Vocabulary Jams and challenges and assign groups to compete with
each other.
Figure 6
Playing collaboratively with teams in a vocabulary jam

Relating instruction to prior knowledge and experiences
Vocabulary.com utilizes prior knowledge through the use of certain algorithms that
track, record, and customize the presented types of vocabulary, games, challenges, and
readings. Also, learners can choose from a large database of different topics depending on
their background knowledge and experiences. With the feature of having personalized lists,
learners can keep building their vocabulary based on what they already know or experienced.
Furthermore, the website offers many activities related to certain reading materials that
encourage learners to employ their background knowledge and experiences to complete the
activities. However, some of the descriptions found on the website may be difficult to
understand if the users are beginning English language learners (ELLs).
Encouraging extensive engaged reading and writing
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Although Vocabulary.com mainly focuses on building vocabulary through
personalized and predesigned games and challenges, it offers many reading opportunities.
Learners can search, within the website, for reading materials and books with different
content depending on their needs and preferences. When choosing to learn a certain predesigned reading material or book, the website provides multiple learning options that focus
on vocabulary knowledge based on the reading. In each reading, learners can practice their
vocabulary by answering some comprehension questions. Additionally, learners can practice
their spelling based on the selected vocabulary from the reading. To encourage learners, the
website offers learners opportunities for participating in collaborative, competitive, and realtime online games based on the reading (see Figure 7 below). However, the website does not
promote writing of any kind, except for the website blog.
Figure 7
Choosing from a variety of activities for reading comprehension

Conclusion
Based on the evaluation above, Vocabulary.com offers many opportunities for
vocabulary learning that can support literacy development. However, there are a few
limitations that may lead to potential shortcomings. On the one hand, Vocabulary.com has a
wide range of pre-designed vocabulary activities for different contents that learners can
practice and learn from based on their L2 levels. In addition, the website allows learners to
personalize their learning based on their needs and base while providing them with authentic
materials with immediate feedback. For teachers, the website helps in designing contentbased materials that can serve their goals and objectives. Moreover, teachers can engage their
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students in engaging games and challenges that could be done individually or collaboratively.
On the other hand, one limitation is that Vocabulary.com provides instructional language that
can be difficult for beginning ELLs. Another limitation is that the website does not promote
writing skills or provide writing activities. Overall, Vocabulary.com is a vocabulary learning
source for both teachers and students that offers many options and features that can help in
promoting L2 vocabulary learning as well as reading comprehension.
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